How far would you travel to your rec property?

When thinking about your recreational or hunting property purchase, a lot goes into it. According to the LANDTHINK Pulse Survey, travel time takes top priority and buyers are willing to travel 100 miles to use the property. CLICK THE ARTICLE BELOW FOR MORE DETAIL!

Want to know more about making the purchase decision? We invite you to check out our Resource Library, our Blog or a short primer published on LandThink by Jonathan Goode of Southeastern Land Group, one of our Alabama Preferred Brokers, about the bare minimum of things you need to know that will help you get started with your land purchase.

Pulse: When Buying Recreational Land, Travel Time Takes High Priority

According to last month’s LANDTHINK Pulse, 37.0% of our audience indicated that they would be willing to travel 100 miles to use their recreational property. It’s a hot land market and buying a recreational or investment property can be an alluring prospect. There are also some solid economic and emotional reasons why buying a recreational ...

Click to read full article
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